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Reviewed by Jeremy Gray
Department of Pure Mathematics, Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, United Kingdom
Jean Dieudonne´ was one of the leading mathematicians of the 20th century, and with
his fellow Bourbaki member Andre´ Weil he shared a deepening interest in the history of
mathematics, culminating in his History of Algebraic and Differential Topology, 1900– 1960
[Dieudonne´, 1989]. It is fitting, therefore, that the volume produced in his memory should
cover several different themes in the development of mathematics in the 20th century and
that some of them are surveys by experts of various mathematical fields while others are
more avowedly historical.
The truly historical essays start with Thomas Hawkins’ account of Hermann Weyl’s path
from general relativity to group representations. In so doing he amply vindicates Weyl’s
own claim, forgotten by later historians of mathematics, that it really was the desire to
understand what lay behind the formal aspects of general relativity that led Weyl to his great
work on semi-simple Lie groups. Weyl had deep-seated philosophical criticisms of the usual
formulations of Riemannian geometry, and this led him to restate the famous Riemann–
Helmholtz space problem in the new context. Pushing onward, provoked by some critical
remarks of Eduard Study, Weyl thought hard about the symmetry properties of tensors and
connected them to Georg Frobenius’s theory of the representation of permutation groups.
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´Elie Cartan’s theory of Lie algebras was also fitted in, and Hawkins shows that it plays a
central role but was not the starting point of Weyl’s work.
Christian Houzel describes how Jean Leray, who had kept himself alive as a prisoner
of war by taking up algebraic topology, a subject he thought had no possible military
uses, invented the notion of sheaves in 1946. Houzel carefully traces their subsequent
development: Henri Cartan then took them up for his work on functions of several complex
variables and ran a seminar on complex analytic spaces in 1951–1952. In 1955 Serre
published his “Faisceaux alge´briques cohe´rents” [Serre, 1955], and their place in the new
algebraic geometry was assured. For their later history, in the Grothendieck era, Houzel
refers to Pierre Deligne’s article in this volume.
Jean-Pierre Kahane’s account of Brownian motion gives it a fivefold beginning in diverse
areas of mathematics and then a tumultuous coming together. The five sources of this
torrent are Wiener processes; stochastic differential equations; random processes; diffusion
processes; and randomness. He argues that striking though the novelties were in each area,
their full impact was revealed only as they joined up, and the article is rich in tracing these
connections.
Yuri Manin’s article is a fascinating overview of the relations between mathematics and
physics, from a linguistic perspective. He argues that the subjects separated for the first time
in their history around 1900, with mathematicians often preferring the subtleties of analysis
while physicists threw all the mathematics they knew (which was more traditional) at the
emerging mysteries of quantum mechanics. As he provocatively puts it, mathematicians
worried about the problems of language and thought, while physicists worried about the
relation of language to reality. As a result, different cultures, with different habits of thought
and different attitudes to meaning and communication, have emerged. This is a fascinating
subject, and every historian of mathematics ought to take note of his comment (which is
only too true): “ ...the history of contemporary mathematics tends to degenerate into credit
and priority assignments, lacking pathetically the dramatic appeal with which the history
of struggles for real power is charged” (p. 158).
Reinhold Remmert goes carefully over the route from Felix Klein, Henri Poincare´, and the
uniformization theorem via Weyl’s book on Riemann surfaces [Weyl, 1913], toward complex
manifolds and complex spaces, thus connecting nicely with Houzel’s article. Weyl’s book,
he argues, was of crucial importance. The reader will also appreciate Remmert’s account of
the period in which he was involved, the work of Karl Stein, and German responses to “the
French Revolution”—the introduction of sheaf theory. That Henri Cartan and Jean-Pierre
Serre dumbfounded their early audiences is a measure of both their originality and the
welcome freshness of this account.
The book ends with Norbert Schappacher’s account of the comedy of errors attending
David Hilbert’s 12th problem, in which many confusions are sorted out, including Hilbert’s
own misleading account of the problem, and unsuccessful attempts by Heinrich Weber
and Rudolf Fueter, before Teiji Takagi cleared it up. The paper is a fine example of how
mathematical clarity can illuminate a tangled history, in which the protagonists themselves
were none too certain what had been done.
With Beno Eckmann we move back to the creation of the homotopy theory of fibre
spaces, 1935 to 1950, in which Eckmann was himself heavily involved. He describes how
the confluence of Witold Hurewicz’s work on the higher homotopy groups and Heinz
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Hopf’s work on fiber spaces led not only to a simple proof of Hopf’s un-intuitive result
that …3(S2) D Z but, once the homotopy lifting lemma was proved, to a situation where,
as he puts it, results were falling from the sky. Nor was this success limited to homotopy
theory alone. Eckmann lists seven other areas of mathematics that drew lessons from this
breakthrough, including Samuel Eilenberg and Saunders Mac Lane’s theory of categories
and functors. Although one might wish that Eckmann had taken us a little further behind
the scenes, this account is much fuller that the comparable one by Hans Samelson in Ioan
James’s History of Topology [Samelson, 1999].
I may perhaps be allowed to deal more briefly here with the survey articles. The book opens
up with Deligne’s account of several of the governing ideas in the work of Grothendieck,
which Dieudonne´ did so much to bring into print. More information is available in the three
volumes of The Grothendieck Festschrift [Cartier et al., 1990], and these pages may only
make good sense to someone who has met Grothendieck’s work before, but they give a
sense of the remarkable vision that animated one of the most remarkable mathematicians
of the 20th century.
Lars Ga˚rding’s account of hyperbolic equations in the 20th century starts almost where
Vladimir Maz’ya and Tatyana Shaposhnikova’s biography of Jacques Hadamard [Maz’ya
and Shaposhnikova, 1998] finishes and brings the story very close to the present. I regret
that I do not have the competence to discuss Gilles Pisier’s essay on similarity problems in
Hilbert space.
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Reviewed by He´le`ne Ve´rin
Centre Alexandre Koyre´, Muse´um d’histoire naturelle, Pavillon Chevreul, 57 rue Cuvier,
75231 Paris Cedex 05, France
The work of historians of the science and technology of Renaissance Europe should
be greatly facilitated by the publication of this volume. Up to now, Aleotti’s works and
personality has been poorly served in the literature. What has been available to scholars
is a series of studies on his work as an architect—he owes his fame to his design of the
